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Information to Examiners
1. General
The mark scheme for each question shows:
•
•
•
•
•

the marks available for each part of the question
the total marks available for the question
the typical answer or answers which are expected
extra information to help the Examiner make his or her judgement and help to delineate what is
acceptable or not worthy of credit or, in discursive answers, to give an overview of the area in
which a mark or marks may be awarded
the Assessment Objectives and specification content that each question is intended to cover.

The extra information is aligned to the appropriate answer in the left-hand part of the mark scheme
and should only be applied to that item in the mark scheme.
At the beginning of a part of a question a reminder may be given, for example: where
consequential marking needs to be considered in a calculation; or the answer may be on the
diagram or at a different place on the script.
In general the right-hand side of the mark scheme is there to provide those extra details which
confuse the main part of the mark scheme yet may be helpful in ensuring that marking is
straightforward and consistent.
2. Emboldening and underlining
2.1

In a list of acceptable answers where more than one mark is available ‘any two from’ is
used, with the number of marks emboldened. Each of the following bullet points is a
potential mark.

2.2

A bold and is used to indicate that both parts of the answer are required to award the mark.

2.3

Alternative answers acceptable for a mark are indicated by the use of or.
Different terms in the mark scheme are shown by a / ; eg allow smooth / free movement.

2.4

Any wording that is underlined is essential for the marking point to be awarded.

3. Marking points
3.1

Marking of lists

This applies to questions requiring a set number of responses, but for which students have
provided extra responses. The general principle to be followed in such a situation is that ‘right +
wrong = wrong’.
Each error / contradiction negates each correct response. So, if the number of error /
contradictions equals or exceeds the number of marks available for the question, no marks can be
awarded.
However, responses considered to be neutral (indicated as * in example 1) are not penalised.
Example 1: What is the pH of an acidic solution?
[1 mark]
Student

Response

1
2
3

green, 5
red*, 5
red*, 8

Marks
awarded
0
1
0
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Example 2: Name two planets in the solar system.
[2 marks]
Student
1
2

3.2

Response
Pluto, Mars, Moon
Pluto, Sun, Mars,
Moon

Marks awarded
1
0

Use of chemical symbols / formulae
If a student writes a chemical symbol / formula instead of a required chemical name, full
credit can be given if the symbol / formula is correct and if, in the context of the question,
such action is appropriate.

3.3

Marking procedure for calculations
Full marks can be given for a correct numerical answer, without any working shown.
However, if the answer is incorrect, mark(s) can be gained by correct substitution / working
and this is shown in the ‘extra information’ column or by each stage of a longer calculation.

3.4

Interpretation of ‘it’
Answers using the word ‘it’ should be given credit only if it is clear that the ‘it’ refers to the
correct subject.

3.5

Errors carried forward
Any error in the answers to a structured question should be penalised once only.
Papers should be constructed in such a way that the number of times errors can be carried
forward is kept to a minimum. Allowances for errors carried forward are most likely to be
restricted to calculation questions and should be shown by the abbreviation ‘ecf’ in the
marking scheme.

3.6

Phonetic spelling
The phonetic spelling of correct scientific terminology should be credited unless there is a
possible confusion with another technical term.

3.7

Brackets
(…..) are used to indicate information which is not essential for the mark to be awarded but
is included to help the examiner identify the sense of the answer required.

3.8

Accept / allow
Accept is used to indicate an equivalent answer to that given on the left-hand side of
the mark scheme. Allow is used to denote lower-level responses that just gain credit.

3.9

Ignore / Insufficient / Do not allow
Ignore or insufficient are used when the information given is irrelevant to the question or not
enough to gain the marking point. Any further correct amplification could gain the marking
point.
Do not allow means that this is a wrong answer which, even if the correct answer is given,
will still mean that the mark is not awarded.
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4. Quality of Written Communication and levels marking
In Question 9(b) students are required to produce extended written material in English, and will be
assessed on the quality of their written communication as well as the standard of the scientific
response.
Students will be required to:
• use good English
• organise information clearly
• use specialist vocabulary where appropriate.
The following general criteria should be used to assign marks to a level:
Level 1: Basic
• Knowledge of basic information
• Simple understanding
• The answer is poorly organised, with almost no specialist terms and their use
demonstrating a general lack of understanding of their meaning, little or no detail
• The spelling, punctuation and grammar are very weak.
Level 2: Clear
• Knowledge of accurate information
• Clear understanding
• The answer has some structure and organisation, use of specialist terms has been
attempted but not always accurately, some detail is given
• There is reasonable accuracy in spelling, punctuation and grammar, although there may
still be some errors.
Level 3: Detailed
• Knowledge of accurate information appropriately contextualised
• Detailed understanding, supported by relevant evidence and examples
• Answer is coherent and in an organised, logical sequence, containing a wide range of
appropriate or relevant specialist terms used accurately.
• The answer shows almost faultless spelling, punctuation and grammar.
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Question
1

Extra
information

Answers
Feature

Reason
Body temperature does
not need to be controlled

Eyes have
poor sight
Underground burrows are
completely dark
Whiskers

one mark for
the correct line
from each
feature

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

4

AO2
1.4.1f

if more than
one line is
drawn from a
feature, do not
award the
mark for this
feature

Underground burrows
have low levels of oxygen
Long front
teeth
Help to judge the width of
the burrow
No body
hair
Used for digging burrows

Total

4
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Question
2(a)

Answers

Extra information

gene

in this order

chromosome

all correct = 3 marks

nucleus

allow 1 mark for each
consecutive pair of structures

cell
2(b)(i)

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

3

AO1
1.7.1b
1.7.2d

AO2

ignore descriptions of shoot /
plant

1.7.1a/d

(the greater the distance from
sea)
longer / deeper (roots)
more branched (roots)

1
allow more spread out

1

if no other mark awarded allow 1
mark for more / bigger (area)
roots
2(b)(ii)

(the) environment (only)

1

AO3
1.4.2b

Total

6
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Question
3(a)(i)

Answers
Figure 4 completed to show
downward growth of root

Extra information
judgement by eye to within 45o
of vertical

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

1

AO2
1.2.3a

ignore any addition to shoot
ignore any lateral roots
ignore at what point downward
growth occurs
3(a)(ii)

3(b)(i)

Shoots grow towards light.

1

AO1

Shoots grow against the force of
gravity.

1

1.2.3a

auxin

1

AO1
1.2.3b

3(b)(ii)

1

AO3
1.2.3c

Total

5
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Question
4(a)(i)

Answers
any one from:
•

garden waste

•

(organic) kitchen waste

Extra information
allow named examples eg food

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

1

AO1
1.6

allow other appropriate
materials
4(a)(ii)

4(a)(iii)

The material in the bottom tray
will be in smaller pieces.
microorganisms

1

AO3
1.6.1b

allow bacteria / fungi / fungus /
mould / microbe

1

AO1
1.6.1b

ignore worms / insects
ignore decomposers
do not allow virus(es)
4(b)

4(c)(i)

any one from:
•

take off lid

•

put hole(s) in lid or sides of
trays

1

1.6.1b

any one from:
•

variety / type of tomato

AO3

1

AO3
1.6.1

allow spacing of plants
ignore number of plants

4(c)(ii)

•

volume of water and liquid

•

temperature

•

light (intensity)

•

type / amount of soil

allow amount of water and liquid

1500

2

1.6.1

allow 1 mark for 12 x 125 with
no or incorrect answer
4(c)(iii)

Total

(more) minerals / ions / salts /
nutrients (in liquid from
composter)

allow correctly named minerals

AO2

1

AO2
1.6.1c/d

ignore ‘food’
8
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Question

Answers

Extra information

Mark

AO2

reason must be consistent with
safety precaution
mark together

5(a)

AO /
Spec. Ref.

1.1.2m

ignore germs
ignore other safety precautions
do not allow viruses
either
Petri dish / culture medium
sterile

allow agar sterile

so no other / harmful
microorganisms grow

1

1

OR
Petri dish / lid secured (with
adhesive tape) (1)
so microorganisms cannot leave
(1)
OR

allow so other / harmful
microorganisms cannot enter
ignore spread unqualified

incubated at 25 °C (1)
to prevent / reduce growth of
pathogens (1)
5(b)(i)

any one from:
•

largest / larger area where
no microorganisms are
growing

•

most / more microorganisms
killed

1
allow largest clear / white area

AO3
1.1.2h/i/j
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5(b)(ii)

idea of E may not be best on all
/ other (types of) microorganism
eg tested on only one type of
microorganism

allow antibiotics do not kill
viruses

1

AO3
1.1.2h/i/j
1.1.1a

allow (other) bacteria /
microorganisms may be /
become resistant (to E)
allow deficiency diseases are
not caused by microorganisms
allow disease may be minor /
not life threatening
allow only tested once or not
repeated
allow (patient) may be allergic to
E
allow idea of investigation not
carried out at body temperature
5(c)(i)

B and C and D

all three required in any order
for mark

1

AO2
1.1.2

additional letters will cancel the
mark
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5(c)(ii)

5(c)(iii)

5(d)(i)

Healthy animals will produce a
higher yield.

1

Microorganisms become
resistant to the antibiotic.

1

white

AO3
1.1.2
AO1
1.1.2h/i

allow phagocytes / lymphocytes
/ leucocytes

1

AO1
1.1.2c/d

do not allow other types of
blood cell
5(d)(ii)

Total

These blood cells produce
antibodies.

1

These blood cells ingest
pathogens.

1

AO1
1.1.2d

10
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Question
6(a)

Answers

Extra information

valid

Mark

AO / Spec
ref.

1

AO2
1.3.1i

6(b)(i)

any two from:

2

•

loss of reputation

•

loss of (future / past)
earnings

ignore loss of medals

•

(possible) changes to
body chemistry /
physiology

allow example eg may cause
increased body hair growth in
females

AO3
1.3.1i

allow may cause addiction or side
effects
•

6(b)(ii)

it gives an unfair
advantage

ignore cheating unqualified

any one from:
•

increased prestige (from
winning)

•

(potential) to earn more
money

1

AO3
1.3.1i

allow more likely to win

allow other physiological
advantages, eg increased number
of red blood cells or slows heart
rate or increases heart rate
allow athletes think they won’t be
caught

6(b)(iii)

(anabolic) steroids

allow named (anabolic) steroids
eg testosterone

1

AO1
1.3.1i

ignore sex hormone
Total

5
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Question
7(a)(i)

Answers

Extra information

5000

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

2

AO2

allow 1 mark for 2500

1.5.1b/c

or
allow 1 mark for (3500 – 1000) x
2 or equivalent
7(a)(ii)

Hawks produce faeces

1

AO2
1.5.1c

7(b)

photosynthesis
sugar / glucose

allow starch

1

AO1

1

1.5.1a

allow C6H12O6
Total

5
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Question
8(a)

Answers
any three from:

allow points if given in example

•

mutation or variation

•

allow genetic changes
allow differences in appearance

better adapted survive or
survival of the fittest
(survivors / better adapted)
reproduce
genes passed on

•
•
8(b)(i)

Extra information

wanted to discredit theory /
Darwin

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

3

AO1
1.8.1e/f

allow ref to offspring

allow wanted to make Darwin /
theory look stupid

1

AO3
1.8.1b/c

allow idea that (cartoon shows)
humans evolved from monkeys
8(b)(ii)

any two from:
•

Darwin’s theory challenged
idea that God created life

2

AO1
1.8.1b/c

allow Darwin’s theory
challenged / against religious
ideas/teaching.
ignore against religion

•

little / insufficient evidence

ignore no evidence

•

there were other (scientific)
theories (at the time)

allow examples, eg Lamarckism,

•

mechanism of inheritance
not known

allow genes / DNA not
discovered
ignore did not know about
inheritance

Total

6
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Question

Answers

9(a)(i)

Extra information
award 1 mark for each liquid

Liquid

Organ

urine

kidney

sweat

skin

Mark

AO /
Spec. Ref.

4

AO1
1.2.2a

award 1 mark for each organ
correctly linked to the liquid
allow bladder instead of kidney

9(a)(ii)

in food / diet / eating

ignore water as a liquid
allow in drinks / water

1

AO1
1.1.1a
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Question

Answers

Extra information

Mark

9(b)

6

Marks awarded for this answer will be determined by the Quality of Written Communication
(QWC) as well as the standard of the scientific response. Examiners should also refer to the
information on page 5 and apply a ‘best-fit’ approach to the marking.
0 marks
No
relevant
content

Level 1 (1–2 marks)

Level 2 (3–4 marks)

identifies one type of
receptor or the stimulus
it detects

identifies at least one link
between:

or
refers to at least one
type of neurone
or
refers to passage of
information
or
at least one response
by an effector

one type of receptor and
the stimulus it detects
and / or
refers to at least one
type of neurone
and / or

AO1
1.2.1a/b/
c/d/e

Level 3 (5–6 marks)
identifies one type of
receptor and the
stimulus it detects
and
refers to different types
of neurone
and
refers to passage of
information
or
at least one response by
an effector

refers to passage of
information
and / or
at least one response by
an effector

examples of biology points made in the response:

extra information:

•

(R & S) = receptor and stimulus

(R & S) (receptors in) skin detects pressure / pain /
change in temperature

•

(R & S) (receptors in) eyes detect light

•

(R & S) (receptors in) ears detect sound

•

(R& S) (receptors in) ears detect changes in position

•

(R& S) (receptors on) tongue detects chemicals /
taste

•

(R & S) (receptors in) nose detects chemicals / smell

•

(N) sensory / relay / motor neurone

•

(P) neurones carry impulses / electrical information

•

(P) ref to synapse

•

(P) (release of) chemical information at / across
synapse

•

(E) muscle contracts

•

(E) gland releases hormone / chemical / enzyme
Total

AO /
Spec. Ref.

(P) = passage of information
(N) = type of neurone
(E) = response by effector

allow electrical signals
ignore messages
allow neurotransmitter or named
neurotransmitter

11
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